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Why "this Handbook Was-Writteo

This planning handbook was designed in the hope that you might have more information
and help at yOUr fingertips about different ways to plan for school improvement It
describes the process of planning, NOT the process of writing a plan The forms and the
instructions for ,completing the forms to be. used in the planning process are separate from

.this handbook.

What This Handbook Does

It defines good planning.

It describes three different planninj models or options so that you can choose the one
that will work best for your school

It disctisses whit school improvement is so 'that you will know what a good pianrang
process should kelp you do.

Who This Handbook Is For

It should be particularly helpful to elementary and sec6ndary school site councils and
advisory committees School admim(trators, staff members, parents, students, community
members, and district administrators are all potential readers and lasers of the handbook.
The prouohen "you" is used throughout and should be defined by those reading the
handbook "You" can refer to a council, subcommittee, small group, and So forth.

Other tpartment Resources Related to Planning

Discussion Guide for the California School Improvement Program

Establishing School Site Councils

Guide for qngoinbg Planning

Technical Assistance-Guide for Proficiency Assessment

/
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Why Plan?
' I

"Since planning and writing plans take time. energy, and effort, you,may be asking the
question.'"Wity should we plan, and what can we gain. from it".

Well, that is a fair question In ttact, if you are already thinking about how you spend
your time you are already into planning Planning is not new to you. It is something that
happens all the time, although not always consciously With more trials, errors, and
successes, pla`nnulg becomes more deliberate and ongoing

Planning is vital to all schools because it helps build better programs for students. It does
thisby helpiy)g you to

Decide, how and where to set prionttes in the use of limited human and economic
resources.

Decide how to accomplish not only your short-raange goals, but also your medium and,

"; long-range goals.
,

Build on the strong and successful parts of the. program, as well as identify and
improve the weak parts.

Reach agreeMent in the schoorcommunity about whatto do and hoW,to do it.

Vsing,a, deliberate method of planning-is certainly better than just having your fingers
crossed when the future of sttidents is at stake. The next few pages wiIipelp you.know good
planning when you see it.

A
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Now Y o u See I t . .

What a Good Planning Process Is

It is organi2ed thinking that helps in
deciding what needs to be done, how it
will happen, and who will do it.

It is the setting of priorities in the use of
resources people; money. Itime,, and
materials

It is trying to anticipate the future.

Li is involving those affected by' the
results of planning and opening corn-
mynication channels

It is adaptit'ig and modifying steps .or
processes Lint)] they work for you.

It is using 4adership to motivate people
and to coordinate their%ctiaies.

It is reflecting on what has been planned
already an'd how it is working

1` It includes 'the periodic recording of
planning decisions for fUture-,refereace.

What 'a Good Planniqg Process-Should Do

It. should stimulatchange and improve.-
ment

It should help you figure out wtat,wt11
happen ail(' how it should happen

It should raise aSareness about what is
being done and why

It should build a trail of activities over
time.so you can look at what has worked
well and what has not.

It should produce a blueprint, road map,
or recipe to be used.

It should decrease fear about the process
,.__25.14tnge and its roult§,,_

6

Now You Dorft
What a Good Planning Process Is Not

It.ts not merely writing a plan or filling
out forms

It is not using steps 2r processes that
don'ttork.

I

It is not involving people without -con-
-sidering their ideas.

It is not deciding what to do without'
figuring out how it will happer

It is not letting the program guide and
co&dinate itself ,

What a Good Planning Process Should
Not Do

It should not make planning more
important than everything else you do
teaching, admiAlstermg, or parenting, for
instance.

It should not result in a,process or a plan
, that Is rigid and inflexible.

It should not result' in a process that has
not been adapted to your school's panic-
ular'need§

,
, It should not fOcus your attention on

only pne aspect of the program, exclud-
ing all others. *

_

I I.
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What Goes into Good Planning?
Good school nning helps you look at what's happening for studentS arid helps you.

make the be decisions about .how to improve the school program. There are different
processes tha will work well, but any good planning-process includes the following
elements. You will notice that there is no particular order to these elements since different
schools may approach planning differently

Doing ongoing planning and
the yearly evaluation is
making judgments about how
implementation is going and
deciding What worked and
what didn't *cork so that
steps can be thken to refine
the plan

4
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"Shoulds" for Planning ,

When you think about how the different elements of the planning process are defined,
you will probably have the following yestions:

What do we assess? _

Your assessment should look at

What students know ,and what skills
they have

What skills and knowledge you want
students to have
What current insrieuctional activities
are designed to help students gain

. these skills an knowledge
c How effecti

and why
e the school program is

What yoil want the program tolook
like

How effectively Your resources are
being used

IF

What resources are needed for improv-
mg the school

What kinds of objectives should we develop'

Ybu should develop objectives about.

The skills and knowledge students
shouldigain from the program
What the prograrh\should look like

Whaf is expected of adults

What types of steps or activities should t
we develop?

You should plan steps or activities that
identify

Strategies adults will use to
program work '
What students will be doing

an
resources Will' be used and

make Del

am
organized

What training and support the adults.
will receive

/

8 {

How should we manage our resources?

, .As }tofu plan, keep these' resource
questions in mind:

P

What skills and talents do achilts have;
and how can they be pipt `to best use?

Will more people or people with dif-
ferent skills be kieeded To make the
program work?

What amount of tune do you have,
and how can it be put to best use

What type of staff deyelopment or
training will be needed. and what will
it cost?

What materials will you ,need, and
how much will they cost?

Are you choosing the most economic
way to do what you want to do?

Anything that has happened that was
not plannedeither successful or un-
successful

Key issue A or \concerns you have about
the prograln

7

What should we look at as we are evgluating,
our program?

Your evaluation should look at:

The quality of the program for stu-
ents

fully you are achieving your

The extent tti whichiplanned acjivities
have happened and' how well they
have worked

s.
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Comparing the 13Inning%PrOcess
to Writing the Plan

At Various times during the planning process, you will write down portions of the plan.
Writing the1 plan is only one activity -in the. broad process of planning, and you should not
make it the only or even the matjimportant activity. There are some important differences,
between the planning procesS and the writing activity that You shoUld keep in mind.

Planning Proces

You will Probably spend time and en-
ergy deciding how to organize the plan-
ning and how to involve people in the
process. t-

You will think about and decide on the
type of planning process; to use (see
Section II of this handbook), and the
techniques that will heln you make
decisions and solve problems.

You will find that you 'spend time
talking and trying to reach agreement on
what the goals of the programs are, how
you mill conduct youi assessment, and
*vhat, you will modify, ange, delete, or
add to your program.

As you plan what the program should
look like, you wilt be doing a lot of
thinking about how you will make your
plan -work. Ypu should make conscious
deci 'ons about how you will be orga-
nize for putting the plan into action, .
who will be responsible for doing what,
and how your resources will be used.

A good planning process will enable you

the School progra,m and to make- the
program work. It will also lay the
groundwork f6r future planning.

lyfiting the Plan 4

, When you write the plan, you will
probably not describe how you planned.

When_you write the plan, you will Ilse a
format thlt matches the planning pro-

,

cess you Choose. The written Plan will
include' the decisions you make, but not
"how you make theffi,

.

Your ,written plan will include the deci-
sions you make about the assessment
informatiop and the Inajor events you
agree to be the "heart" or focus of the
program.. You will nyt need to describe
how you'reached agreement.

The written plan will identify what is
going to happens but it will probably not
include all the details about how it is
going to happep.

When you've written a plan, it can be-a
tool for managing your program, a guide
for putting the plan into action, and a
record of the agreements you've reached
for improving your school. It can help

'in other' ways too, so keep your own
needs in mind when you are writing.

lo 9



Option

'`

Component Development Option
4

Ongoing
planning.

What
shoulcibb

Solution
procedures,
timeline
resource's,
manage-
ment

Component
Difference
or discrepancy
between what

is & what
should

be
Objectives

.

Analysis
of

discrepancy

0.4

Option

Needs,.
Assessment

Integroted Program Option

I.

)0

Oilgoing

planning

V
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The first section of this handbook described-the lements.of-gocid planning and the ways
in which a planning process an be helpful to you There ale, however, liffe,rent ways in

'which these elements can be combined; sequenced, or split apart to create a total' planning
process .There are many 'different yet reasonable ways in which a school and community
can plan. and no one Process's right or .best for every school

Because of this; the State Department of Education is providing ,three options. for
planning Each _option includes requir elements but guides you to address these elementsill(
difrerently and W fit fhem together fifinous ways. You will need to choose,the option
that will work bestat your school,. t .4. .

Options I, 2, and 3 have been placed in this orderVecause J has the most structure and 3
has the least structure We consider: hem all good planning processes and hope that you will
give them equationsideration in making your choice 4.., , . .

This section orthe handbook lists the main ideas of the three options. 'shows each of their
processes. and describes how to use them:

Option'
Option

1

I

.12
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What Are the Vain Ideas and the Planning Process

Component Development Option
trevjsed-A-I 27 process)

Integrated Program Option

Needs
Assessment

In option I a school begins wIth..-wfiat
is" for each component and works through
ale planning steps in order

In option 2 a school could begna with
any pert and move through the parts in any
order

S

It provides a structure that* breaks the
program into tristuctional and instruc;
tipnal support fe-MponAts. Each cOm-
ponent provid s a parlicular focus for
planning

It provides a sfructured, sequential plan-N
ning process .

The assessment process is "discrepancy-
bAed" (finding the difference between
"what is- and ,"what should be:" and
deciding why)

It offers a- suture for agreeing on all
major solution procedures..

#Its,structure-allows for the integration of
different kinds of instruction and in-,
structional support in a way that focuses
on student outcomes.

The sequence cOriplanning is determined
by the school community.

The assessment for this option is an open
process. It may be an assessment of
strengths or interests, or it may be a
deritocratic or an analytic assessment. It
may also be a discrepancy-based needs
assessment.

It provides a structure for separatibg
areas of total' s'choole agreeirtnt Nom

,
those of individual choice.

.12'
13



of the 3 Options?

U-Do-I t'Op:tion

In option 3 a school must decide how to ,
define and address the elements of plan-
ning The school can use any approach to
planning/Or make changes m options I or 2,
as long as the process allows the school to
meet minimuru requirements

The school community tsss of develops
its own planning process._

It gives a choice of format and process.
The school carlimunity may use another
process or modify options I or 2.

0

I.

o

14
. I!

All options have these features in common:

Student growth as the ultimate goal

Ongoing planning and yearly evaluation

Use of the Requirements Checksheet

13
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The component development option for planning is based on the A-127 process, the

process that was used in planning for the use of special state and federal monies. Therefore,
it has been .used by many California schools in the past few. years Instructions for-using this
process and for recording the school plan have been revised slightly

This option provides a system for planning in which ail the planning steps and their order
are predetermined. Of the three options, the component development option gives the most
direction to planning and requires you to make the-fewest decisions about the process.

Remeniber to use the Require-
ments Checksheet to make
sure that your planrjing will be
complete.

14,

What is the Component Development Option?

It focuses on different instructional and
supportive "pieces" or "segMents" of
the school program. These are the corn-

, ponents.

It lays out a step-by-step planning pro-
cess. A school assesses student and
school support, needs, then develops
objectives tc meet thole-needs, and then
plans solution procedures that will help
in reaching the objectives.

The first four steps of this process make
up a discrepancy-based needs assessment.
This means that you start planning each
component, by finding -the difference
between what is true for the , students

. . and- the program and what you went to
be true and the figuring out why those
difffrences ex t. .

15
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Choosing the Components
Before you can begin using option 1, yob Most identify the components of your program.

ChooSing the components is a process that

OPTION 1

Identifies "pieces" or 1 "segme-nts" of your school program that you.will use as focal
points for planning In the past the components for this planning process have been

Instnutional Components

Language devekyment
Reading
Mathermatics
Multit_ultural educatItm
Career education lopvo-nal se,:ondan,

,_omponent) V
Other areas st.hoolmay choose

Allows you to idenpfy instructional arnd instructional support components which are
similar to the ones above. which are different combinations or divisions of the same
components or which are very different from these components

Includes choosing both instructional components which focus on the instructional
prog-rain for students and instructional support components which focus on the way
adults work and are trained in order to help students. r
Makes it possible to examine and plan your whole program, since the components you
choose will help youIlivide and organize your planning

Instructional Support Components

Staff development
Parent involvement
Parent educAan
Health and Stixillary smices

Do think about various ways of dividing
the program into Compovnts and the
ways in which each type.. of division,
would affect your school. Instead- of
making. the instructional cornponents
skill areas, you might ,want to choose
subject areas and teach basic skills
through each component. A4aybe you
would want to corpine or /separate
componentsvciiifferently - from the way
they have been in the patt.

Do think about the components you
have now if you have used this planing
process in the past. Consider how well
this divmion h s worked for your school.

Don't think. that the components you
choose will make little difference to
your program. Actual, the component
will provide a ,statement about how yP4o u
look at the school program and give,you
a framework for planning.

16

Don't. automatically decide that any
components you have had in the
will work best for yod now. Your may
want to make some changes.

15
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Do choose a workable :nurntier of com-
ponents. If yob choose too many, it may
be hard to integrate them all to provide a
total program for students. If you ,

choose too few, it may be impossibleto
plan a comprehensive program.

Do think about how, to choose corn-
. ponents. You may want to use group

discussions, a Delphi, process, consensus-
re aching activities, or some other
decision-making procedures

Don't feat that whateyer components
you choose,. your planning must still
address the program requirements appli-
cable to your school.

If his is your planning year,
nosing the components

will be one of the first things
you do.

Assessing Student
and Support Needs

Assessing student needs and support needs is a proceis that.

Breaks the identification of student needs and school problems into four steps: ,

"What is"-or collecting information about how well students do and how the
school supports studenfs.
"What should be"-or figuring out 'the expeptations for students and the school
program.
"Discrepancy"-or finding the difference between what is and what should be.
"Analysis of the discrepancy " -or thinking about 'why the difference or discrepancy
is there. -

Uses the first three steps in the instructional components to focus on how student
performance -compares to what you want it to be. In the last step you Itiok fir the
mayor flctors in tht ool program that explain the discrepancy you sec-in s udent

,performance. .
N-.

uses the four stepi in the support components to determine how effectively the
specific program area fulfills its role of supporting the instructional program.

Gives a defined structure for examining the school program and student performance.
Assessment is not neS41; school and. community member) do it co . This needs
assessment process merely provides a system for assessmAt. ,

- Focuses' on why a discrepancy exists so that it guides you in choosing.solution
procedures that will help you overcome the. cause of the discrepancy.

16. 17
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. Do think about what assessment infor-
rrialioli will-reTp--, you to plan. .

...
Do look at more than just test scores.
Remember tha.t student-attitudes?parent
attitudes, teacher judgments, staff skills,
material's used: and school facilities are
also important.

Do take a special look at what is
'happening to subgroups of students.
Low-achieving, students, limited- and
non-English-speaking students, and other
subgrOups may have different or special
needs.

Do include as Many people'as possible in
assessing needs. This will help build
ownership and build commitment to
your program.

Do use information rOrri recent program
reviewsof your school. whether these
evaluations have been conducted by you
or outsiders, the result's should be mean-
ingful.

- -

Do set high, yet possible, expectations
'for the program:

Do set aside time for people to meet to
talk about and analyze the discrepancy
between "what is"-- and "what s'hould
be.", Make it-1n 'open brainstorming
session.

.
.

4 . OD Do try.l.il identify causes of the discrep-
. agcy 'that yoU can deal with through the

school program: -,

1

e OPTION 1

Don't collect information if 'you don't
knoW what-you will do with it and you
just want. to have a lot of infOrmation
available.

Don't, rely on just =nine- type of infor-
ation or one source of informatiohlor
planning your program.

4

X

- Don't ignore unpopular opinions or judg-
ments. They help keep aspects of the
program from "slipping through the
cracks."

Don't ignore evaluation %information
about yogi school prdosram. Remember
that evaluation and planning should be
related processes. 't
Don't use thee least successful area o

$
f

student perforntance or program support
as the guide. for determining "what
should be."

Don't spend all your time Collecting
information. Remember that it takes just
as long to uy inforMation well as it does,

-, tocollect it.

. .
Don't forget that your
'discrepancy will be the
developing your solution

If thil is your pfanning year,
be sure to.'46-sonsider staff

a development n ed to
notion 1.

4

analysis oft e
foundation for
procedure.

$

.17
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evelopinglitajectives
.. ,

. a

. No' . , ,

. Divetoping objectiYes Is process that. 1

i ..
.

Establishes specific schoolxpectations. Each obfectivfidentifies who Will be able to ''
do what and how well, when it will happh, and how it will be evaltiated. #

J .

i Translates the "what slioqld bey' into agreed-upon intentions for iaccomplishment for'I. , l
1 .each component ^. . , '. ,, . ,, , .., . . , ..

Ai

. . . - ,
l'ovides statidardS' a scilool can se to evaluate,theffec.tiyeuess of its ,prograrh.. ..

., ... -
, 1-

..-\. .4 . ,.
,Help* you foals:Op student-achicvemerrt and PrOgratn support in odder `to identity,the

, ..expectations you have rn the areas - - .'t

A.°

k: ..
*ik',o r/

Do consider all.aspects (WhO'Will tie able.. Don't get bOgged down iihechnicalities.
to do what and how lel'. when it 'w." ill ,Coneentrate .9n- developing objectivesr

Ilehappen, and,i-loW tr.wil Ile evaluated.) iri ''' ':- that ',help you agfeiteon direction and,
developing objectives -. '

V
'standard's'-to use,tn-tevaltiating how well

.. you. are it-Retie-1g yonTexspectatiOns.
. ,

,1 .
Do_ think ...about what yO.4 want %to. (sz-in't 'eeel you haveld deye4oKobjec-

_ happen for students. . ' * tives just to 'i-,ntch all' the -assessment. i
...,,%

,

.' zinformaAion you have. :

Do develop objeGtivesfron the--i. kd* i
a:por"! erNr A ode*elop objectives that arer assessment'ssessment resultS, but alsodevelbp:thern ... unrelated to.key program iMp?overnent

Thy' usfr4your feelings gbou; what needs. (gas. , .
,

have,the highest priority. t',, *

I

- dr Do think abo ut. "hdw to use peoft it) : ,Don't °Verb.% youi.kills"and talents a,sj
I

developini objectives. -You inly.sirant to.. . - 'Thdiyiduals,. Same adults and students
-involve manx people; td grire direc kin to ' may be particularly good at'and inter-

. "and,review objectives' btitsmalle groups' 'estedin developing objectives. Jr-- of people to develop them. ..
414

150.'OnidrTS Many ways to evaluate how Don't jhink that evety, objective. has to I.

well you are achieving the ,objectives#
.

be aluated bya test or by t`hard" data.

Do develop objectives for the.: special
needs of certain students, e.g., LE /NES,
EDY/Title I-, and special educati n stu-
gents. s :

.,DO set Objectives high enough to lead to'
progtarn improvement:

41lik

18

n't assume that all' other objectives
fesult in speCific attention for stuff

dehts ikith special needs.
r"

on't set objectives according to the
performance of the lowest-achieving stu-,
dent.

19
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- OPTION 1

Developing Solution P-rocedures

'Developing solution protedtires is a process of.
1 -

Deciding what the school proglam should look like so that you oan agree-upon major
activities,events, and timelines.

Defining how the schobl can
discrepancies were discussed. .

solve the problems that wereidentified when the
. -

befimng how adults and students will work and wyat strategies they wi11 use to meeta objectives. Solution prOcedures make the objeAves practical..
.

ill be necessary to achieve theIdentifying the support and training activities that
objectives and eliminate the discrepadcies..

Do make sure you understand what your,
current program , is, before you begin
developing solution procedures.

jj-J4-1,j
1

' -Don't think that you .have to develop all
new solution procedures, Parts of your

c current program may be working well
and should not be changed.

7
Don't try to p'an for every detail or
event: ,.

(
Dodeveljap,,solution"proceduras that will
help )4olve the problems you found when,
discussing discrepancies.

Do think about when the solution proce-
.. dures should happen. This dvill help you

make sure that you.are not.plarimng for
too much to happen at'any one time.

-DQ "think. about vanous" aspects of the
Program in developing solution proce-
dures . methodolOgies, materials, per-
sonnel, adult skillsand 'talents% time
ava4able, arrd the like.

Do develop solution procedures that will
help,to meet the needs of and objectives
for special groups of students, In Alan)/
cases you-will find that you have specific
procedures for these.groUps..

Do,think about how each solution proce-
dure will be evaluated.

Do think about how each solution prOce,-
dure will help you react) your objectives..

a
Don't assume that all solution proce-
dUres will be happening all the time.

Don't forget that Putting each solution, _

procedure into action will takec some'
planning fOr impleMentation, girth ag, '
how yoti will use your resources. 4,

Don't try to make every solution proce-
dure fit every student or acielit.

' Don't develop solution prOcedureS With-
., out thinking about how, you will judie

their effectiveness.

. Don't develop solution .proCedurses -for
which there-seems tote no need.

OVP
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'In discussing solution prckedures, do
consider what responsibilities adults have
to take and what students must" do.
There should be' procedures for both*
students and 'adults, and it should be

r which is Which,

Do navolve as many people as poss4le in
developing solution procedures. COnsider
brainstorming, .group disci4Sions, or
other specific techniques to help you
develop solution procedures.

O

Don't mix up 5tuaent and adult responsi-
bilities in planning a single solution
procedure.

Don't leaite people out of planning even
though it may be, faster. It takes longer
to put a-.lot of ideas together, but it will
make a stronger plan.

Doing Ongoing
Planning .

..

If you're in your planning year,
you may want to consider
trying out some solution pro-
cedures to see how they work

Doing ongoing planning is ?process that

Helps the school look at key issues or questions about putting the program into action
and for judging how well it is working.

Helps the/program change when the'needs and conditions at the school change.

Encourages self:evaluation and provides a way to do it.

Do choose issues or questions for on-,
.

going planning that are of prime impor-
tance to the school program.

Do determmeissuels of high priority by
considering uneXpected successes or fail-
ures about which you would like t6 11
knqw, more, yearly' evaluation results,
unexpected outcomes of an activity,
program retriew results, budgetary items,.
and conflicts about an activity among

' various groups.'

Do plan 'how ygti will" involve those
iesponsible for c Tying out the program,
I- Mcludkng o het school-community
members, IR the steps of ongoing plan-
ning.

,

20.

Don't try to evaluate and plan for all
parts, of the program all the time. It's
impossible!

Don't think th4t o ngoing planning ques-
tions have to be developed from only

,

one source. Encourage various groups to
ask question's about implementation, and
choOse from among the best ones.

21

For more information aboiR
'ongoing planning, please see
the Department of Education's
Guide for Ongoing Planning,
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Do think about different kinds and
sources of information that will help you
examine the key issues and concerns.

Do plan how to put the
together in different ways
can analyie it thoroughly.

information
so that you

In analyzing information. about an issue,
do plan to make interpretations in the
context of your own school and com-
munity."The same information may have
different meanings for different schools.

Do plan to use the process for making
decisions and for modifying the pro-
gram. It is also possible that you may
decide to keep part of the program the
same or even to expand It.

OPTION 1 -

. Dqn't judge these critical parts of your
program on just one type of infor-
mation. You may be misled.

Don't think you, will be able to rely on
just one analysis of the information. If
the issue is a, critical one, it will probably
also be complex. Different ways of
analyzing will bringoxt different aspects
of,the issue and give you a better chance.
of nahlAng good decisions

Don ignore the unique characteristics
of your school and community when
you make plans for interpreting the
different analyses of the information.

Don't plan to make decisions without
using the results of ongoing planning. If
you have spent time monitoring and
evaluating the program but forget to use
the data or if you are not willing to
make changes, the ongoing planning will
be worthless.

Designing the Yearly. Evaluation

Designing the yearly evaluation is a process that:

Will provide for reviewing the whole school program and judging how successfully the
program worked toward improving student achievement, the instructional program,
and the school environment. .

Will give you information about how well the progra rked so that you can make
changes/for the next year.

Identifies how the judgments of,teachers, parents, other school personnel, and students
will be used to determine how fully the objectives have jeen achieved and how
effective the solution procedures have been.

Will help you eXamine the way you spent money and what contributed to the success
of your prOgram.

22
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Do -make- surethat- ,bothtlle---year-l-Y---
evaluation design and ongoing planning
are included in your planning proces.
Ongoing -planning helps you look at
specific questions about how parts of the
program, are working. Yearly evaluation
will help you examine th& extent to

*which the program and its parts worked.

e Do consider different wy.yS to evalu'ate
your program and, identify which ones
'Would work best. Be creative! you may
want to con*ler saniphng students'
work, using student or atiult self-
e v al uations, giving students
tunnies to apply .skills, in "real-life"
situations, discussions, and swforth._ '
Do plan to look at the' Whole program at
some point. Ask questions that will help
you determine how well ,the program
worked.

Do be prepared to consider the-effectiv-
eness of the whole 'program, or p'art of it
by considering what it will have cost:

Do plan to involve students, teachers,
other -school personnel, and parents in
the process of judging the unproved
school program.

Do plan to use the results of the yearly
evaluation in revising the program for
the next year.

22

.
cOnfuse, the yearly evaluation de:

"sign with 'ongoing planning. Make sure
you get the bertefits of both,ir

4

Don't think that the on& way to eval-
uate your program or part's of it is by
te0ing:

4 f
-Don't concentrate only on objectives

and sglution procedures and forget to
,plat procedures for judging how they all

fit toge,,ther, how the assessment worked,
whelefer the components you chose
worked, whether the evaluation was
done well, whether the program was
economically efficient, and so forth!
(See examples on next page.)

Don't 'assume that the most or least
expensive decision will necessarily be the
most effective.-

Dbn't assume that evaluation infor-
mation about the improved school will
speak for itself. Any data will have to be
placed in the context of some group's
values.

Don't think. that designing' a yearly
evaluation is only to get information for
someone, else. It should help you make
planning decisions.

If thiltis,your planning year%
you might want to talk to or
visit other schools that have
used this process. You might
get some good ideas or helpful
hints.
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Strengthk and Weak6esses of Option j

Because the progra is divided into and planned in tenns' of separate pieces, option 1
allows for considerable tail and thororighnessi'n the development of 'each piece.

1

O tins strength can also a weakness if the separation of pieces h overemphasized and the program
becomes merely a series ofriniprograms that are not related effectively.

o In planning a,comporrent, yhtu may encounter another hazard. The development of that part of the
program may become halite to the techniques involved in.that particular subject area, and you may
forget to take into account the Splication of those techniques in the real world.

The needs assessment is a ve`i clear, step-by-step process designed to discover
discrepancies in current and expected'tudent performance and in levet of program support.

O This strength can also be a weakness if the school focuses entirely on discrepancies and fails to note
, those' areas of the program that are outstanding, unique, and interesting.

Because of the emphasis onstudent performance, the needs assessment- process can elicit information
that is very narrow, and consequently planning may become narrow. This woiald be true, kir example,,
if in the first needs assessment step a School only considered student achievement test data.

1L. The planning process is defined, structured, and seqUential and, thus, provides a
'7r-- framework and a lot of direction.

o The sequential ind defined nature of the process can also, be a weakness if carried to the extreme.
Even though the sequence remains the same, the process should be adapted to the particular needs of_
a school.

o Since the first steps of determining "what is" and "what.should be" are rather abstract ones, it may
be a difficult place for some people to start planning.

I

IL The development of solution procedures provides a structive for obtaining schoolwide
agreement on improvement sttategies. This encourages commitment and cooperation in a
common venture.

O This agreement process can also be a weakness the solution procedures do not allow for the
individuahty of each teacher's style and situation. .4(

o Another potential prOblem is that in order to get everyone to agree, people may decide upon solution
proceduresihat are diluted and have little theahmg.

o The process of developing solution procedures becomes a weakness if people- aren't aware that they
need to decide how to use the solution procedures in their own situations.

24 25
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What the Format for the Written
Plan Looks Like

)

ViPaION 1

After thinking and reading about the planning process for option 1, You are probably
curious about the written plan and what it will loo like. The instructions and format for- , --
the 6ption 1 %Kitten plan are under. a separate cover, but.an illustration of the format that A

would be used for each component follows.

tv

Component .
-

Needs Assessment 'Program Description Timeline

What is What should be

.i.
--

-

Discrepancy

,

Analysis
of the

discrepancy

Objectives

,

3

-

Solution
procedures

B

.09

Ongoing Planning

Monstonfig Evaluation Decision making

\_

_i

C
_.

.

.

;The formats for ongoing planning and yearly
evaluation, shown here, are for the overall program
plan, not for each component.

26

Yearly Evaluation

a
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Cheatist for ChoosingA,
. - Option A

At the end of the section for using each option, a self-check is included to hilp you
deckle which planning option ti) choose. Be sure to read through the section on each option
before making a,dtcision.

1. Do you think it would be best to_ plan your educational
progravrn by focusing on its "pieces" or "components"?

2. Do you think a process that's already laid out step-by-step
would provide the best structure for planning at your school?

3. Ha you used this planning process before and found that it
worked well?

4. Dees' a discrepancy-based needs assessment:process make sense
to your and does it seem as if a needs assessment would-be the
best way to start your planning?

Yes

5. Do you think that analyzing discrepancies is a' good basis for
developing effective solution procedures? .

.., .
/.

6. Do you think that the -strengths of option 1. outweigh its
voeaknesses? ,

I

0

a

No
t

0

0

0

After you have completed the self-checks on each of the three options, look at the results
to help choose the best option for you.

,

7

0
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OPTION 2

The integrated program option offers a new process for planning thiryear. In the past,
one planning model was used statewide. However, since, an effective planning process
matches a school's needs, this year there are two additional models from which to choose.
Option 2 is unique in that each part of fhe planning process (see diagram above) is linked
directly to student outcomes. All parts of the process can be done in any sequence that'
works for a school, andeach part may be dilloped around students, program, support, and

' implementation. Ultimately, though, each part will be directly connected to student
outcomes.

Bscaus e4ttir-tsknew option this year, you'll find examples of parts of option 2 sprinkled
'throughout thisvction.

A

lb,

Wifrat is the Integrated Program option?

It looks at the whole student as the cent9 of the *schodisprogram and brings together all
suppattive school resources to develop a program around desired student outcomes.

It - includes the developme-ijt of approaches, ways to make the approaches work, student
outcomes, assessment, objectives, ongoing131anning, and yearly evaluation.

It has flexibility in the sequence of these parts of the planning process and encourages the
40school to adapt the proCess to its unique needs,

It provides a way, for each part of the planning process to relate to several other parts
simultaneously.forjnstance, one schoolwille approach may affect more t1-311 one student
outcome, or one objectiv may relate to more than ope assessmenf finding.

It provides a way of specifying tedistihction between approaches that have schoolwite.
agreement and the individual way each staff member makes the approaches Irk,

a

49
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filIC0 Determining Student Outcomes
Determining student outcomes is a procdss that:

Identifies what a school-community believes is most important for its students
know, appreciate, understand, or be able to do. This process may be used after more
specific decisions are made about program directions, e.g., objectives, assessment, or
approaches,

Enables people to make' conscious decisions abo)The kind of Adults they want the
.............. .

school's students to become.

. Brings people together in a way that instills ownership and commitment to the school's
program.

28
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Do determine student outcomes through
a process that meets your needs. You
might use small or largt groups, surveys,
Delphi or synergistic teohniques.Delphi

a

Do develop student outcomes that pull
together the various skills a student
should have at the end of his or her
educate at your sch9ol.

Do select student outcomes that have
schoolwide agreement. Use The process
to build ownership and compitment to
improving the program. Use the resolu-
tion of conflict and disagreement to
Increase ,understanding and refine stu-
dent outcomes.

Do decide upon student outcomes some-
time during the process of.planning:You
may start by identifying thitcomes; or
they may become evident from your

f in other parts of the plan-
ning, e.g., approacrks, ways to make
approaches work.

Do use the yearly evaluation design to
help you determine the success you
achieve in reaching student outcomes.

Remember to refer %b the
Requirements Checksheet
at some point to ensure that
your planning is complete.

O PTIO-2

a.

vsirj:11 1.11
Don't feel that you have to duplicate
previous work in choosing ,Student out-,
comes. You.may hav'e done this already,
or you may want to reconsider some you
ar currently using.

O Don't think at selecting student out-
comes has to e the first planning event.
In your school, it might work better to
assess the school program or identify'
some important new approaches first.

Don't confuse student outcomes with
instructional support activities. School
climate, staff development, or com-
munity involvement should be developed
as support for student outcomes.

Don't overlook 'unpopular opinions and
interests in selecting student outcomes.

Don't make the mistake of doing all
parts of your planning without con-
sidering their relationship to student
outcomes.

Don't rely on just the results of the
evaluation of your objectives to find out
how you did in reaching student out-
comes.

30
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(--) (-) Assessing Students'
(-5 and Program Capabilities
-r
Assessing students' and program capabilities is a process that:

Includes collecting, analyzing, and evaluati4 information about how well the school
program is meeting the. educational' needs of each student.

Uses data aboui t students' skills, program effectiveness, use 7of resources, sclipol
facilities, instructional climates, staff, students with specihl needs, and the community.

-.0 lielps-the-Titan iersleartr-nialititit what-parts-ofthe-vrergrain work well ana a-what
areas need improvement, although the assessment may be done after some initial
decisions are made about approaches or objectives. a

Helps school planners be more deliberate about the focus, constraints, fesources, and,
thus, the program priorities.

Do use the information you already
have. ,

Do consider the kind of information you
want to collect, and colltct only what
you plan to use. You might look at
students' activities; skills and knowledge,
both present and expected; presint pro-
gram effectiveness and what the program
should look like; present use of resources
and resources that are needed.

Do break surveys, if you use them, into
sections, and give them to different
groupsthus, making sure all questions
get answered.

Do use random sampling, being sure to
include some information from all rele-
vant groups. grade levels departments,
students, parents, and so forth.
Do ask questions appropriate to the
group being sampled.

Do analyze the information you collect
and decide what it means for your
schdol. Doing this is even more impOr-
tant than collecting thOnformation.

Do use assessmefit- information in the
rest of, your planning. For example, it
might be helpful in determining student
outcomes. On the other hand assessment
might be based on student outcomes
that were previously determined.

30-

Don't think you have to start your
assessment from scratch.\ Don't think that you should assess only
tuderit needs and program needs. You

r iay want to assess strengths, talents;
interests, and available resources.

Don't think that all information has to
come from surveys; some can come from
discussiot, interviews, or other means.
Don't giveierhg surveys. A

Don't be overwhelmed by thinking you
have to collect information from every-
one.

Don't collect information that doesn't
relate to your questions about program
effectiveness.

31
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OPTION 2

A

r
, Developihg Objective's

A

Developing objectives is process that

Establishes specific school expectations. ;Each objeetivg "identifies either who will 'be
able to.do what and how well or what willshappen, when it will *pen, and.how it will

be evaluated.'

Allows ydu to ident-ify expectations for students- and for what you want theiprogram
to look like. 11.

ProVides standards a' school can use to.evaluate the effectiveness of its progrkm.

Identifies specific changes m your instructional program that will !pip Vach
student outcomes.

If this is your planning year,
you may find it helpmlTO
explore community resources
to get some Ideas of directions

you might want to takein.
. developing your objectives.

fro

et.
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9
Do develop objectives inb areas of high
priority. You might want to begin
improvements areas where there's a
high interest in improvement, where
some change has already, occurred, or
where there's a group with a new idea it
wants to try.

1

Do develop objectives for lie special
needs of certain students; e.g., LES/NEA,
EDY/Title I, and special education stu-
dents.

Do develop objectives when you feel
ready to do so. You may be more ready
to do this rafter you have determined
some approaches

Do develop objectives that can be evalu-
ated, but interpret. the method of evalu-
ation creatively.. The degree, of sticcess
can be found in many ways.

Do think about the relationship between
the evaluation of your objectives and the
}Tally evaluation of, yoUr program. .

If you find yourself wanting
to look at the format for the
plan right now, remember that
this handbook is about the
PROCESS and doesn't specify
how thing get written down.'

BUT . . .

Ifyou can't resist finding out
about how thing get written

--doji,n, look at the school
an form.

32
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J
Don't think that high priority areas

always have to be those where achieve-
.ment is lowest.

Don't assume that all other objectives
will result in specific attention being
given to students With special needs.

Don't feel you have to use 'the sequence
of prAnning ffresented in this handbook.
'Decide what sequence works fot you.

Don't rely only on standardized achieve-
ment measures to define your degree of

,success. Interview students, parents, and
staff. Look at students' ability and ten-
dency to use what they've learned in
everyday problem solving. Use records of
-student growth.

Don't forget that your yearly evaluation
design shottld use the results of the
evaluation of ybur objectives along with
other data you've collected. Together; -
these data should answer questions
you've identified about overall program
effectiveness.

ou might want to use the
plannipg year to try out some
approaches you're thinking
about using.

33
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.._ _
0 K__i Developiry.April'oaches ,

. .

Developing ap.pioaches is a process that: ,,,

Identifies what strategies adults agree to use tO Achieve "each objective.

OPTION 2

Distinguishes the ad t responsibilities for making the program work from what
students AP be doing. Student activities are developed as part of "making .the

.

approaches work."

Separates strategies which are agreed to on a school e basis from the individual way
each person puts that strategy or activity into action. These iddividual techniques are
part of "making the approaches work."

Identifies the best general'way for adults to use Their skills.

t Do agree on approaches to which all
people are committed.

Do design approaches, that set a general
direction for reaching objectives, but
determine them whenever it's most
appropriate for you.

Do think about the areas that are better
left to individual choice (e.g., individual
personality and teaching styles, previous
successes and failures, expertise), and
consider those areas in the "making the
approaches vv6rk" part of the process.

Do consider approaches for students
with special needs, e.g., LES/NES, EDY/
Title 1, special education students:

Do begin your planning process by devel-
aping amroaches if you find that start-
ing at any Oleilplace is tdo abstract.

In arvery smell or very large
school, these processes will be
on a smaller or larger wale.

dilor them to fit your nee*.

34

bon't miss the chance to use this part of
planning to build a school spirit for
improving the program.

Don't make approaches so specific that
'thes'e's no room left for individual staff
members to- choose ways to make each
approach work.

Don't forget in developing approaches to
consider the kinds of, materials, teaching
methodolopies, alternatives for different
learninrilyles, andgrouping strategies.

vi

Don't rely on schoolwide approaches as
the only means of reaching students with
special needs.

Don't boo' hesitant about moving back
and forth between developing approaches

. -and sortie other step of planning. You
may find that approaches are an easier
place to start because they defute what

, you do day-fo-day.

4,
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C M4ing.the Approaches WOrk
Making the approaches work is a pro ess:

In which each teacher or group 0 teachers, at the beginning of the year, decides how
to put each of the applicable approaches into actionwhat teaching styles.to use, what
the student interests and abilities are, what materials or facilities are necessary, what
other teaching skills might be needed, and so forth.

In which other staff members (principals, gyidance counselors, resource teachers,
paraprofessionals) decide how to fulfill their individual responsibilities (to the
schoplwide approaches.

In which all staff members, as individuals or in groups, decide what students will be
doing for each approach.

, That can help a staff member focus on his or her individual part in broad improvement
approaches and also help her or him respond to changing emphases throughout the
year,

That can help, each staff member look at the relationship among her or his effort,
students' activities, and student outcomes.

Do use this process to help plan how the
schoolwide approaches will relate to
Itur classroom or school assignments,
ydur individual strengths and weak-.
nesses, student skills and interests,'avail-
able materials and facilities, and so forth.

Do feel free to revise, modify, or expand
your ways to make each approach work.
You are likely to have many new ideas as
ou begin to implement your plan.

'Do use this process, if you are not a
classroom teacher, to translate school -
wide approaches into your everyday
world. Principals, guidance counselors,
resource teachers, and librarians will
then be able -to support classroom
teachers.

34

p Don't feel that each individual has
anadevelop different ways to make' n

approach work. This process should
allow for some individual differences,
not force differences. Sometimes it may
work best for small groups of teachers,
adults, or other school personnel to
work together to develop ways to make
an approach work.

Don't develop ways to make the
approaches viork with the -idea that they
will form a contractual agreement, espe-
cially if they are clearly not working and
need refinement.
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As you get into planning and
writing your plan, be sure to
pace your activities in a wey

. that best wits your needs

36

OPTION 2
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C C Doing Or 'wing Planning
Doing ongoing planning is a process that:

Helps the school look at key issues or questions abolit putting the program into action
and helps the school judge how well the program is working.

Helps the program change when the needs and conditions at the school change.

Encourages self-evaluation and provides a way to do it. _

Do choose issues or questions for on-
goinf planning that are of prime impor-
tance to the school program.

Do determine issues of }ugh priority by
considering unexpected successes or fail-
ures about which you would like to
know more, yearly evaluation results,
unexpected outcomes of an activity,
program _review resul , budgetary items,
and oonflicts abou an activity among'
various groaps.

Do plan how you will involve those
responsible for carrying Ot the program
and other school community members in
the steps of ongoing planning.

Do think about different kinds and
sources of information that will -help you.
examine the key issues and concerns.

Do.,plan to put the information together
in different ways so that you can analyze
it thoroughly.

In analyzing information about In issue,
do plan to make interpretatioli in the
context of your own school and com-
munity. The same information may have
different meanings to different schools,

36

Don't try to evaluate and plan for all
parts of the program all the time. It's
impossible!

Don't think that ongoing planning ques-
tions -have to be developed from only
one source-. Encourage -various groups to
ask questions.about implernehtation, and
choose from among the best ones. .

Don't judge these critical parts Of your
program on just one type of infor-
mation. You may be misled.

Don't thirik that you will be able to rely
on just one analysis'of the information.
If the issue is a critical one, it will
probably also be complex. Different
ways of analyzing will bring out differ-

. ent aspects of the issue and give you a
. better chance of making good decisions.

Don't ignbre the unique characteristi&
of your school and community when
you plan for interpreting the different
analyses of the information.

37



Do plan to use the process for making
decisions and for modifying the pro-
gram. It is also possible that a decision
may be to keep part of the program the4
same or even to expand it.

cc
Designing the

OPTION 2

j101/1111---

Dop't plan to make decisions without
using the results of ongoing planning. If
you have spent time monitoring and
evaluating the program but forget to use
tte data or if you are not willing to
make changes, thd ongoing planning will,
be worthless.

Yearly Evaluation
Designing the yearly evaluation is a process that:

Will provide for reviewing the whole schodl program 'and for judging how well it
worked toward improving student achievement, instructional programs, and school
environment.

Will give you information about how well the program
changes for the next year.'

,

Identifies how the judgments of teachers-and o her school personnel, parents, and .

students will be used to determine how:Jully e objectives have been -achieved and
how effective the approaches have been/

worked so that you can make

Will help you examine the way yolt spent 'money and what contributed to the success
of your program.

-Do make sure that both the yearly
evaluation design and ongoing planning
are included` in your planning prwess.
Ongoing planning kips you look at
specific questions ab t how parts of the,
program are working. Yearly evaluation
will help you examine the extent to
which the program and its parts worked.

Do plan to look at the whole program at
some point. Ask questions that will help
you determine hiw well the program
worked.

.

1 1

la14' Jitri
Don't confuse tilt yearly evaluation de-
sign with ongoing planning: Make sire
you get the benefits of both.

Ddn't concentrate only on objeCtives
and approaches and forget to plan proce-
dures for judging holghey all fit to-
gether, how the a ment worked,
whether the student outcomes were
appropriate, and whether the eyaluation_
was done well, whether the program was

.economically efficient, and so forth.
(See examples on the next page.)
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Do be prepared to consider theffeFti
ness of the whole program or part of
by considering what it will have cost.

Do consider different ways to evaluate
yotir program and which ones work best!
Be creative! What about sampling stu-
dents' work, using student or adult
self-evaluations, giving students oppor-
tunities to apply skills in "real-life"
situations, and holding discussions?

Do plan to involve students, teachers,
and other school personnel and parents
in the process of judging the improved
school program. 0

% \

Do plan to use the results of the yearly
evaluatidn in revising the program for
the next year.

r
These are sample questions
that would be designed at the
beginning of a year to be
asked at the end of the year

38
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'Don't assume that the most or least
expensive decision will necessarily be the
most effective. .

Don't think that the only way to evalu-
ate your ,pro am or parts of it is by ,

testing. .
.........._ ,_____ ()...

Don't assume .that evaluation infor-
mation about t4',improved school pro-
gram will speak for itself. Any data will
have to be placed in the context of some
group's values.

Don't think that designing a yearly
evaluation is.only to get information for
someone else. It should help you make
planning decisions.

I 39 7
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OPTION 2

c-

Strengths and Weaknesses of Option tj
.

*4,
One strength of option 2 is that the program is integrated' so that instructional and

instructional support activities form the basis for the attainment of student outcomes.

0 This strength can be overdone if it makes you think that support activities cannot be a thrust of your
program. For instance, you may want staff developme,nt to be an emphasis of the first 'year of your
program, and you can ,do that in option.2. Me make sure that you figure out how that staff
developkient will, in the long run, increase studept learning.

. ..

,A, A strength of option 2 is that the sequence of planning can be adapted to the needs of
.4 yoer school community.

.......- .-
-,) This may also be a.weakness if you stumble m creating your own sequenCe of planning or if you do

everything without thinking of student outcomes and then try to decide What stmt outcomes fit
your situation.

. .
You may have trouble if you move back and forth too much between the parts of option 2, or-you

,r
may not know for sure when to move from one part to another.

* A strength is that you can assess your program in different ways.
s

This becomes a weakness if you don't think the assessment process through thorotighly

Any specific' assessment process you choose will have its -own weaknesses. The most reliable' assessment is one that uses different kinds of questions and data to examine the program.
....

4, A strength of this option is that it has a structure for geparating approaches, which are
'" agreed to, and ways to make each approach work, which allows.some individual flexibility.

this differentiation may seem as if it creates an extra step that's unnecessary jp
i gr

t

I
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What the Fornlat for the Written
P

-./ Plan Looks Like ,..

\-:' After thinkittg, and reading about developing aa integrated ,program, may be

oneabout
the Ivritten plan and hoW it suworts thskprocess. The format below is the

one that will be used with option 2.* '

4

41.

,

a

..

Scliodtw -upon
stude

i. ed
e. , o met

-' 4 ,

A

a'

Student outcome
Assessrhent summary

Objectives
Approaches

B

Ways to niake the
approaches wciri

#

#44:

. This format is to be used This will be complted by
for each student out.come.- - individual staff member; who

would retain them for ;their
'own lase..

.

Ongoing Planning

onitri,cir ' Evaluation Decision making

.

.

..

.

-

.

, 0

.

.

. *

Ongoing planning, and evaluation are formats for\ .

the'oveiall grogram plan.

- ,
11.

4.
*Choose option 3 if you Want to4use the egrated progra

, .

\

40
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Yearly Evaluation
Design c. ,
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-piecess but Want to record it diffe



Checklist for Choofing
Option tj

I. Do u want to use a process that enables you to plhn your
edu tionatrogram, around the whdle studenf in a way that
integrates ious curriculum areas and supportive services?

6 .
2. Can ti needs of your school best be met by us

process\rhat ho flexibility withinits strudrure?
\

4
411 ,

..ii , 3. Wit} ,you be able, to implement the progra
Mining process formally distinguishes what

.. .-0 at students do? .
4 4 t\
4. forth re an assessment process you prefer over a discrepancy-

.
based nee ssment?

Yes No

0 0

r if r
do frm .

. * .
5. Do yo think at achieving conensus about student outcomes.

would b helpf to your planning? vs.. / . .

-6. Do 'you \think t at the stre gths of this option outweigh its
weaknesses?

Complete
Work beit for y

vor ns'

r,0

- 0
.4.

i
self eck for option 3 before you begin to Noose the oiiticfn that will'

., 1
' .4 .

, --- / . 3-

1,,

00

I-
4
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What is the U -Do -It Option? OF

Itleaves the structure for planning.up t6 you.

It allows you to choose ideas from the other planning processes or formats or change one
of thert in some way ,

lbIt encourages new ide4s, pd maximum use of Olanning processes that are already working
at your school. .

It allows you to record the decision's from the planning process in any way that works
best.

It uses the elements of planning outlined in Education Code sections 52014 and 52015.

1.111`'ki I

.Dci.consider using, thil option if you've Don't assume that this Option will be
had a lot of planning exilerience, espe- easier to use because it has no predeter-
eially if you are easing a process that mined 'structure: Remember that you
works well for 'you. will need to design your own structure.

ti.. Do consider using this option if you feel
that the other two will restfict your
thinking, planning, and prf gram im-
provement.

Do read through- the sections on I the
other planning options. They may give
you ideas about using the u-do;it option.

Do remember-10 use the Requirements
Checksheet to make sure that your
planning addresses all requirements.

S. 6o 'make sure that yoqr planning process
includes the required activities: objec-

es, assessment, steps toward' reaching
e objectives_ ongoing planning, and

yearly evaluation.

42

F
'11

Don't think that the u-do-it option has
to be a brand new approach to planning..
It may, use a combination of ideas,
processes, or parts of the other two
options.

Don't let the RequirementiChecksheet
become your, _format or structure for
planning. Use it only Jo make sure
you're covering the requirld areas.

Don't think that these requirements dic-
tate your total process, how you do it,
or what you call it. These are part of
every planningliroces's, no matter what
they're called.

43 41
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OPTION 3

Strengths-and aknesses.of Option 3
- A strength js that the school *community - develops its own planning process.

o This can come a weakness if It continues a planning process that hasn't been effective in the past.

P A potenti .weakness Is that.without a predetermined structure, more time, expertise, and interest
may be req ired to dgvelop fully a planning process that will work for you.

Another strength is, that the school community may modify the format and pilhcess,or
both of options 1 or 2 and rake that option 3;

0 This may become difficult if you starut trying to alter oSlions 1 of 2 and discover that yci.ni
have tilt- time, skills, or respurces to complete the process.

You may also have difficulty if you try to combine the planning processes of pptions 1 and 2, since
they have different characteristics. It is possible, but do it carefully if that is your choice.

What thp Format fo 41g Writtdn
Plan Looks Like
. You'll have to construct ywr own fair

mat for the option 3 written,lan. As yottr
have learned, it can go in none of rrttin
directions and still meet the requirements
Be creative and design a fatnat that lielPs
you get where you're going'

4

*.

0
, .

*44
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Checklist for Choosing
Option

1. Do you, believe that developing your own planning process
would lead to a better school program?

Yes. No

2: Are you Already using a planning process that works well for
you but which is different from options 1 and 2?

.3. Have you been using a planning process that doesnt work very
well for you?

Q

4. Do &any people at your school have strong ideas about how to
plan and how to wnte that plan on paper?

5. Are you interested in using a planning process that's a
modification of options 1 Dr 2 or some combination 2f/iiiem?

6. Do. you think that the strengths of this option outweigh its Qj
weaknesses?

After completing each of the self-checks, you're ready to begin considering the options
more allbusly. Compare your results on each self-check. Next, you might want to look at
the planning formats and instructions for each option. Then you may want to reconsider the
strengths and weaknesses of each Dne.and match them to the strengths and weaknesses of
your school-community.

44

4

Ahora es tiempo de detenerse por un moment°. Haste More
usted ha estado Pinsando en wow un proceso de planear. Bueno, de
aqui en edelante usted debe de empezar a pensar en lo mill se
trste el been pioneer pars el mejoramiento de su escutle.

45
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Now that you've read through the sections on good planning
and using the three options for planning, you may be doing some
thinking about the contents of improving your program. If you're
involved in the. school improvement program, this section is for
you.' It describes what your planning should be about. (Sections I
and II of this handbooks designed to be helpful in any type of
school planning, this se'ction, however, is specifically relevant to
those receiving school improvement program funds.)

N., .
In defining the extent of school improvement,'Edueation Code

sections 52014-52017 describe the planning that is necessary for
schools to be more responsive to students' needs. Those code
sections also describe several concepts essential to improving the
quality of a school program. This section of the handbook
organizes.those concepts into a framewdrk that will help you put
them into a perspective for your own program improvement
planning.

in focusing on school improvements, think about Three things:

How.studentsare acquiring skills and knowledge

. How the school is being responsive in the strategies used

How these two work together to form a' perspective for
foctIsing on the school program.

As you begin to consider these aspects of school improvenient,
you will probably- wonder how they fit together as a whole.-On
the next page, you will find a description of the ideal that's

liescnbed in the Education Code.

. 4e
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What Kind of Place Can Your School Be?

4
Schools involved in improvement are places where students learn skills and acqiiire

knowledge in increasingl)Wvanced arias of reading, writing, language, and computation.
Schools that provide theSeMvantages for students give them opportunities to apply learning
in-many different -areas, such as science, history, art, or physical education. Teaellsia use
strategies to support their students' individual strengths, differences, and needs throtigh a
variety of learning groups, methods, and materials.

As schools increasingly mirror the ideal concepts of school improvement, srdents are
thinking critically and making independent judgments. Through their interaction with peers
and adults, they are developing awareness and appreciation essential to living in a pluralistic
society. All of the activities in schools like these are designed to build students' self-esteem,
'regard for others, and personal and socialresponsibility so that they are able to use their
skills and knowledge more successfully in day-to-day living. Their experiences in these kinds
of schools give students the ability to make wise career choices and ofiffiumer decisions.
Sound mental and emotional health are encouraged in schools that focus on students' needs.
Students in secondary schools have the opportunity to demonstrate proficiency in any part
of the curriculum and, to waive the course-hour requirements.

In order to support, this learning environment for students, there is a staff development
program for teachers, other school personnel, paraprofessionals, and volunteers; and it is
based on the needs of both students and adults, at the school. In elementary schools, the
school program 4s also supported by`the active'involvement and education of parents and by
the evaluation of the health needs of students.

Many schools embody many pf these qualities . alretidy. The emphasis of school
InproJement, however, is on improving those qualities and making them all work together
to pro/Ile a responsive education for students. qt.

46
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The Dimension of .School Improvement
I

It's not too difficult to imagine what an meal educatio4a1 program does in responding to
iTidividuAl students, but figuring out how to plan such a program is difficult. You will almost
certainly have to tank of the whole and how it can be divided into separate, but related,
dimensions.

Consider one of &hese dimensions to be the skills and knowledge that students acquire.
These are not only academic skills but also the knowled that is important in different
curricular areas. They include, the social undestanding, appreciation, and abilities and
the personal skills and knOwledge you want students to have.

Cpnsider as another dimension the methods,.techniques, and strategies used to respond
to the needs and strengths of individual students. These are the ways in which the
school helps students develop all the skills and knowledgt in the first dimension. While
the skills and knowledge for students are quitto'different from the methods by whidh

-students can develop them, the two must interact for school improvement to happen.

Now think about how these two dimensions relate to the organization of the school
instructional program. The organigation, slightly different for each school, serves as. a
framework for planning the use of instructional strategies to help students develop skills and
knowledge.

In addition there are ways in which the school supports the instructional Program.
Such activities as staff development, parent involvemenVand education, and student

- health services are wa of strengthening or reinforcirrg the use of responsiveness
strategies to devel student skills and knowledge.

Remember these dimensions
and their interaction in impact.
ing on the school program.
They are the school improve-
ment requirements, and you
will usb them in planning
and in writing your plan.

.47
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An Analogy: Using a Zoom Lens
toln-lelp Plan Your School Program

Since the, concepts of school improvement are complex ones, it may be helpful to think
of student skills" and knowledge and schogl responsiveness strategies as the lenses of a zoom
lens. You' use the zoom lens to focus on each part of the school program so that you can
plan for improvements in that part:By adjusting the lens, you can zoom in on a specific skill
or knowledge, a certain responsiveness technique, or, most important, a combination of
several skills, areas of knowledge, and techniques. You can take pictures of small parts of
your program, or with a wide-angle lens, you can compare the parts with each other; and
You can use the results for planning improvement.

0

Computation
Reading,
Writing
Lanimile

Multiculturil education
Esteem for self and others/

social and personal
responsibility

Emotional and mental health

Consumer economics and
. career education

Educational interests
Critical thinking and

independent 'Judgment
Knowledge (subject matter)
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, Timely advice about looming
options and career oppor-
tunities ind about school -
related problems

Demonstrate proficiency
Alternatives in sill, composition,

and location of looming groups

0-

4

.4

Teaching strategies and
materials responsive
to individual needs

Continuous progress
Improvement of school and

classroom enviroment
Providing for students with

exceptional abilities
or needs

5o.

0

-41
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How to Use, the Zoom Lens

Organizing Your, Program for Planning
r

To use the zoom lens effectively, you will have to start by dividing or choosing divisions
of your school program. Remember that even the widest angle can't take in everything you
provide for students. The divisions should describe the curriculum and other activities in
some way that makes sense to ybu. There is no single set of divisions that is (or Cold be)
best. Here are some examples.

?

School F4ograms
4

For instance your school might be organized in such a w that
it makes sense to divide your program by:

Subject and extracurricular areas (e.g., language, art, science,
student g'bvernment, counseling, soccer club)

5epartments (e.g., math and science, English, agriculture,
physical education, foreign languages) and extracurricular
programs

Some different divisions (e.g., ecology, technology, enerw,
communication, life-styles, leisure; or convergent thinl&g,
independent thinking, analytical thinking)

Using the Student SkiJ1s-and Knowledge Lenses
4-

You will be using many different student skills and knowledge lenses of the zoom lens to
focus on each division of your jprogram, These include aLademic, social, andpersonal skills
and knowledge, so you'll need to think about the specific skills and areas of knowledge you
want your students to ha4.!-kere are some eiainples.

1 The Reading Lens and Other Curricular Areas

For instance you'll want students_ to be able to apply readitt
skills in order to understand materials they use in all areas of the

, curriculum. If you zoom in on your program .and, find that
students can't read the social studies textbooks, tlfb manuals in
shop classes, or the 7'. V. Guide at hornv, they obviously have
cwling problems.

Reeding Lens

ber

?

Curricular Areas

S



, The Writing Lens and Language Arts

For instance, you may deck* That you want students to --
develop their writing abilities.

If you use this lens to zoom in on language arts and find that
few people are teaching writing, you may want to develop a
writing clinic or have several groups of teachers or departments
develop writing programs.

ea

Writing Lens

I

9

The Multicultural Lens and the. Arts

For instance, you may want students to have specific knowl-
edge and awareness that will enable them to function in a
multicultural society.

If you zoom in on art and music periods and find s udents
often stay within their own ethnic or, socioeconomic gro
appreciate only art objects, music, or theater of their own cu ture,
you will want to develop improvement activities.

Multicultural Lens

2
Arts

9
i

?

C

ijhe Critical Thinking Lens and Social Science ,
For instance, you'll want students to think critically and make

independent judgments in their everyday contact with current Critical Thinking Lens _
events.

A ,.

If you use this lens to zoom in on students in social science
classes and find that they can make-good arguments on different
sides of a social question and then take &position according to
their values, you should take note and consider building on what's

si working.

L
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Using the School Responsiveriess LenseS

You'll need to use the responsiveness lenses to focus on the responsiveness of your
program to the skits, abilities, and needs of students. For this you need an understanding of
the various responsiveness methods. Here are some examples.

°

The Continuous Pr Ogress Lens and Science

For instance, yon should 'know -that providing for continuous
progress includes, but is not limited to, teaching and motivating
students with many kinds and levels of ability.

If you use this lens to zoom in on your science program and
find that many students are bored, not coming to school, or can't
keep up, then you will want to plan for $ rovement.

If you find that most s1-iidents are partic ting actively in class,
joining the sciencie club., or completingprojec and assignments
successfully, you should probably -see if The techniques used in
science could be used in other parts of the curriculum.

Continuous Progress
Lens

9

I);

Alternative Teaching
Strategies Lent

The Alternative Teaching Strategies Lens and Math -,

For, instance, you should knew that there are different ways to
teach the same thing and ttiat part of school responsiveness is
using different teaching strategies in the school program and
matching them to the Strengths and needs of students.

If you use "alternative teaching strategies" 'responsiveness lens
to zoom in on the math program and find-that all instruction at
your school is based on explaining a chapter of the math textbook °

or that students only learn math skills by going to math interest
centers, you will want to broaden the teaching strategies for math.

If you find that Math instruction qs based on teachersr
explaining concepts to large groups of students, teachers' working
with small groups on specific concepts,, teachers' providing for
some students to work independently, teachers' presenting real-life -
or problem-solving situations to help students grasp math con-
c epts, teachers' organizing peer or cross-age tutoring foeindiVidual
work, and so forth, you should take this lens to soother part of
the curriculum to see if different teaching strategies are used there
too.

Math

5352
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Using the Student Skills and School Responsiveriess Lenses Together

. The most important way to use the zoom lens is to pist,two or more lenses together. This
is a little tricky, but think about it because it's probably the ,best way -to plan a
.comprehensive-program.

Alternative
Alternative Learning Materials and Reading Lenses With Science Learning Material:

ind Reading Lenses
For instance, take the responsiveness lens Of prOvidin after-

native learning materials and the. student skills lens of reading and
use them together to zoom in on the science program.

/ If no materials are used ifir science besides the textbook and if
that textbook is at a reading level 4hat's too har6...,for some
students and no challenge for others, you will vent to consider
improvements. You might choose to deal ,with both problems at
once by collecting and using additional materials, like other
textbooks, magazine articles, library books, and filmstrips, making
sure that these more closely match the, different reading levels of
your students.

Classroom Environment and Self.-Etteem Lenses
with Physical Education

Fbr instance, take the responsiveness lens- of improved class,--,
room environment and the student skills lens of esteem for self
and others, and together to zoom in on the physical
education program.

If you find that students enjoy participating in physical - , Classroom Environmint,
'education, that they all/ support and help students' who have and SelfEsteem Lenses

trouble learning skills, that they are willing to spread around the
leadership in games, even to students who aren't the 'most skilled,
and .that they enjoy being members of a team even if they don't
always win, the chances are that you already have a good
classroom environment antlitudents respect themselves and
each Qther. Remember what you've learned here and use tIlese
lenses to look at another part of your curriculum.

54
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How Does the Z om Len nalogy,
.\Relate to the 3 Opfionsl

s You may be 'asking the question, above after reading thiough the last section of tliiti
1iindbook. If so, consider the following relationships:

7

No matter which planning option you choose, student skills and
knowledge, responsiveness strategies, and the, parts 61-, the school
curriculum should be considere throughout the process. Thc
ch- is below show the relations

4
'ps among these and the three

ons for planning.

O 1

Student Skills
and Knowlikige

' School Responsi
ness strategies

es

0%.

The
Components

The instructional com-
ponents may be similar
to the school program.

ut if they;'
ht ey will pro

broader

The instructional sup-
port components will
be different from these.

Fogys,on student skills
and,knowledge unng the
first three steps of needs
assessments in the instruc-
tional components

Devop objectives about
thes for the instructional
comments

Include the assessment
of school responsiv.ress
strategies in analyzing
the discrepancy.

Use the to check that
the needs assessment has
covered the wholetpro-
gram. ,

Solution
Procedures

wa

grhil0i19 '
Planning

`r.,prisider quest Lons
.about these during on-
"An° planning.

So Itition Orocedures may
be developed around these
as well as aroUncLother
strategies and activi-
ties,

Consider questions about
these during ongoing
planning.

-;

Yearly
Evaluation

Plan to_evaluate how
well students have ac-
quired these:

Use thesb to helpyou
'determine what changes
to initiate and where .

solution procedures
-should occur.

Consider questions
about these during on-
going planning!"

I.

use these to c ck how
well the strafe les hi've
contributed to the !level-

*op?nent of student skills
and knowlbdge.

54
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Studen'tireis
Knowledge

4

,
School Responsive-

nets Strategies

,

? ? i ? ? ?

School Program
I Divisions

-Student
Outcomes

.

Keep stu &nt'skills and
knowledge in mind when
developing student out-
comes.

,

a

.
)

.

.
A student outcome can
relate ne, some, or all
of the hoot program .

divisions.
.

Assessnient

.
4

.
Focus on these,during
ass'w; ent.

,

ie.

.....

Focus on school respon-
siveness strategies
during assessment.

te-

*---
I,..

Focus on these during .

assessment, and use them
to make sure,you have
assessed the interactioti
of student skills and
knowledge and school
responsiveness strategies.

Objectives , Develop objectives about
these . ,

.

An objeciove may be
..

Consider-developing
objectives, about these

about both of these.

1 illyelop objectives to
help you improve the
effectiveness -of your

. progrrn in se areas.

7----,---
Approaches

-

-*pat

1

,

i

I

Apprgaches may be de-
veloped around these, as
welt asother strategies
or

'
activiv

..,,,
es.

In deve ing approaches,
decide which of these' will
be a means for reaching °.
each objecti4e.

Way. to Make
the Approaches

Work, .

, _.

Consider th6e when ¢

appropriate as you decide
how to make each ap-
proach work. ,

Consider these when .

appropriate %you decide
how to make lach.ap-
proach work.

. .

.

'..-
- Ongoing

Planning
Consider questions about
these ' ng ongoing
plan.

Consider question; about
these during ongoing
planning.

t

Consider questions about
these-during ongoing
plirflIltrit -

..

Yearly '
Evaluation

.

Plan to evaluate how well
students have acquired
these. ,

.
.

i.
Plan to evaluate how well
these have worked.

.

:i
.

Use.these to check how
well the strategies have
contributed to the
developrrient of student

f skills and knowledge.

.._
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If you use option 3, you will have to determine the relationshi
knowledge, school responsiveness strategies, and the school
planning process. It may be helpful to review,the relationships for

Remember That sections 52014-528l-5 o
process for any tion must include
ongoing evaluatTA.

I

f student skills and
ogram divisiois to yolir

tions 1 and 1. .

Wducation Code say that your planning
ent, objectives, steps or activities, and

ti

ft, The process of planning and The content of planning are both necessary for school
improvement. It makes no sense to plan if you don't have anytifing_to plan for, and it
is ually unreasonable* to expect specific improvements if you have no way of
planning for them. "-

4

r
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Checkoone response f6r each item

1. The purpose of this.handbook is to

a Give direction's for writing a plan.

0 b. Explain the one best planning process.
--, ' ...

c Describe three options for planning and give suggestions and ideas
choose one and make it work well at your school '

d. Talk about the contents of school improvement planning.

odi-0 e. Both c 'and d.

to help you

4

2. Why is a good planning procev important to a school?

a. It is important becAlse it produces a written plan that will not have to be changed,

b. It is important because it helps-people make decisions about how to improve the
school program for students.

c It is important because it gives people sOrneething to do with theLrieisure time.

3. Schools involved in improving the program would have students who would:

a: Mainly learn lots of decoding skills.

b. Respect, themselves and others wlip don't go to an improved School.

c Do all their wolk in school independently.

.4. If you use the responsiveness lenses of continuous progresto look at part of the
curriculuw, you are looking at-

a. The variety of teaching strategies that are being used.

C5 b. How well students are mastering basic skillso'

C. How well students with diffeient skills and abiliti s continue to acquire new skills,
. knoWledge, and insights in that gig of the curric um.

5.1f a schopl has developed its own planning pro and has a lot'of ideas about how the
written plan should be put together, the bes arming option would probably be

a. The integrated program option. '

b. The u-do-it option.

c The component development option.
. .
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. 6. Which of the following is an example of a student outcome for the integrated program./ option?
.. . .. .

a. Students will be able to think critically and make independirritjudpnents.
.

b. Each depart nt will identify or develop instruction al
reading levels.

materials at different

c. Most student' ate. not able to use written instruetronsi complete independent
activities.

7. Which of the following is an example of an approath for option 2?

a. Students will be able to think critically and make independent judgments'

Each departmeht will, identify *or develop instructional materials .at ,different
reading levels. ,

c Most mbidents are not able to use written instructions to complete independent
activit es.

8. Which' of the following is an example of assessment infOrma,ten for optign

O a Students will be able to think critically and make independent judgments.
oP ... *

b Each department will identify Qr develop instructional materials, at different
reading levels. '- is$

c Most students are not able to use written instructions to complete independtnt
activities.

,-,

9. A school might choose the component development optiorwhen.
,

D a It wants a planning process that's already laid out step-by-step.
41i

b The A-I 27 has been used suLcessfully in the past

c. A "discrepancy-based" needs assessment seems appropriate.

fl d. All of the above.

10. Wha,t shodld you do if yol think that the component development option (or the
Integrated-Program option) would work well for you if only it had some 'changes?

a. Give up. . 1%1

b. Choose it anywy.

c. Make the changes and call it the u-dojt option.

iA
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Other Publications Available from the Department of Education

$

Planning Handbook is one of approximately 400 publications which are available from the California
State Departmerwof Education. Some of the more recent publications or those most widely used are theI following

Administration of the School District Risk Management Program (1977) 2 50
An Assessment of the Writing Performance of California High School Semo'rs (1977) 2 75
Attef1dance and Enrollment Accounting and Rept:Hui 1977) 2 815
Bibliography of Instructional Materidls for the Te Tench (197;74 1.50
Bibliography of Instructional Materials for the achtn of uguese (1 76) .75
Bicycle Rules of the Road in California (1977. 150
California Guide to Traffic Safety Education (1976) 3 50
California Private School Directory 1977 5 00
California Public School Directory 1978 11 00
California School Accounting Manual (1976 edition, incliidmg 1978 revisions) 1.65
California School Effeciaveness Stud) (1977) 65
California School Lig/King Design and Evaluation t 1978) 65
California Teachers Salaries and Salary Schedules, 1977-78 (1983) 10 00
Discussion Guide for the California School Improvement Program (1978) 1 50
District Patd Insurance Programs to California School Districts. l977-78'(1978) 2 50
English Language Framework for Public Schlds (1976) 1 50_California
Establishing School Site Councils The California School ariprovement Program (1977) 1 50
Guide for Multicultural Education, Content and Context (1977)
Guide for Ongoing Planning (1977)
Handbook for Reporting and L sing Test Resvits (19
A Handbook Regarding the Privacy and Disas sure otupil Recoil. (1978)
Health Instruction F Lamework for Californm Public Schools I 19.78)
Hospitality Occupations Curriculum Guide (97 7)
Physical Education for k hildren, Ages Four'flowimb. Nine 11978)
Planning Handbook (1978)
Site Management (1977) c
Social Sciences Education F ramework for California Public Schools (1975)
Students' Rights and Responsibilities Handbook (1978)

Orders should be directed t4*. 4

California State Department of Education
P 0 Box 271
Sacramento. CA 95802

Remittance or purchase order must accompany order. Purchase orders without checks are accepted only
from government agencies-in California. Six percent sales tax should be addecio all orders from California
purchasers.

A complete list of publications available from the Depqrtment may be obtained by wit to the address
listed above.
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